Make your life better with Quantify
Your home is your sanctuary; a place of respite, filled with memories and experiences.

When it comes to smart home automation, you need a solution that enriches your lifestyle – something that is simple to control and easy to understand. Something that emulates style and sophistication, while having the ability to adapt with technology or lifestyle changes in the future. Something customisable, yet secure and affordable.

Quantify Technology have designed a smart home solution like no other.

It’s the perfect choice for your home.

Simple

Smart home automation can be difficult to use and understand. You need something simple that just works. Quantify’s stylish solution has you covered.

Control your home with ease; you talk, your home responds. Stay connected even when you’re not at home with the qLiving app – anytime, anywhere.

Easily personalise your home – customise our expertly designed living experiences, such as “relax” or “focus”. Set that perfect dinnertime lighting mood with a simple touch of a button or, if your hands are full, just say: “Alexa, let’s relax”.

So simple and convenient, you’ll wonder how you ever lived without it.
Innovative
Upgrade your home living experience with a smart home solution that not only looks and feels exceptional, but suits your needs and desires like no other.

Complement your interior design with Quantify’s beautiful, smart switches and power outlets. Select from a variety of elegant Touch Panel artwork styles and colour Trim Rings, designed to accentuate your architecture and décor.

Feel connected to your home as it responds to your presence through customised and automated behaviours, or as it safeguards your security, providing peace-of-mind when you’re home or away. Future upgrades can provide environmental awareness, risk assessment and alert notifications.

Limitless
It’s not just first impressions that count. It’s about what a product can offer you in the years to come. Your Quantify smart home is future-proof and built to last - it adapts to suit your changing lifestyle and the demands of the modern world.

Its modular design allows individual parts to be replaced, so you always have the most up-to-date technology at your fingertips.

The Quantify platform can monitor, analyse and control energy consumption in real-time for each connected service, providing unsurpassed decision-making capability and potential energy cost savings.

Now, that’s not just limitless, it’s priceless.

Safe
A Quantify smart home can offer you a safe and hygienic environment, with touch-less automation via voice or app, to help contain the spread of COVID-19 and other diseases, transferred via touch interfaces.

All qDevices feature smooth glass Touch panels devoid of physical buttons, meaning they’re easy to clean and disinfect. That’s three modes of control for your convenience and peace of mind.
Distributors & Showrooms

Visit our website to find distributors and showrooms nearest to you.